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In March 1944 a British officer was killed in Burma, 
He was a lieutenant with the Sixth Battalion of the South 
Wales Borderers, and at the time of his accidental shooting 
he was engaged in intelligence work, Of this man Gwyn Jones 
later wrote: "He was a brave and splendid young poet, and 
his death, like the death of all such, is a limb torn from 
the living," 

Alun Lewis was a Welshman, and he acknowledged the im
portance of his heritage many a time. But while he lacked 
the self-conscious Welshness of Vernon Watkins and other con
temporaries, his feeling for the craft of verse remained 
deeply Celtic in nature. He was more Welsh than anyone; and 
perhaps this is why today his writings are read and loved 
mainly in Wales. 

When Ian Hamilton wrote a biographical introduction to 
a selection of Lewis's prose and poetry (1966), he referred 
to him as "a writer who seems to me to have been shamefully 
neglected." Ronald Duncan, the English poet and dramatist, 
felt that it was time for a reassessment of Lewis's work, 
They were talking about a poet whose first book, Raider's 
Dawn, had gone into six reprintings during the war, and whose 
death had made headlines in London, 

Willingly or unwillingly, Lewis had become famous as a 
"war inet." This at once established his reputation and 
crippled it, The public was just waiting for a new Wilfred 
Owen, and although Lewis never descended to topicality or 
cheap heroics, a ready-made image of trench-bard was fixed on 
him, Actually, Lewis did not see action; his war was like a 
vast, indistinct threat, As he said in the note to his book 
of soldier stories, ''Death in battle, death on a large scale, 
and all the attendant finalities and terrors -- these are 
outside,,,,the main motif is the rootless life of soldiers 
having no enemy, and always, somehow, under a shadow," 

His theme was larger than war; it was the single theme 
of life and death, Dylan Thomas used to like to recite "The 
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"a poem in which the shadow contains all of existence. 
sentry, 

1 d · content Lewis's poetry belongs to the In sty e an in , . . . d 
'ddl th of the English tradition, He worshippe 

great mi e pa W 1 h poet who had been killed in the first 
d rd Thomas a es h Wh'l Ewa h , 1 h d trod that now little-used pat • J. e and w o a so a . . h • war, . Hampshire he visited Tomas s 

stati~:1ds~~:: :::e~;e:~ed an even'more enduring memorial in 
rnernori The third part of "To Edward Thomas" shows what 
verse, 
Lewis was capable of: 

l sat and watched the dusky berried ridge 
Of yew-trees, deepened by oblique dark shafts, 
Throw back the flame of red and gold and ~us~ett t 
That leapt from beech and ash to birch an c es nu 
Along the downward arc of.the ~ill's shoulder, 
And sunlight with discerning fingers 
S ftly explore the distant wooded acres, 
T~uching the farmsteads one by one with lightness 
Until it reached the Downs, where soft ~r:~: pastures 
Went slanting sea- and skyward to the limi 
Where sight surrenders and the mind alon: 
Can find the sheeps' tracks and the grazing. 

1 t din England he has been virtual-
If he has been neg ec e '. edition has yet 

ly ignored in the United States. An American f And 
r -- ma be his personality is too strong or us, 

to appea y t " in ancient Wales or Ireland a 
as Robert Graves wro e, • • • , • h was 

twas not merely a professional verse-i:rr~ter, e 
poe d' y spiritual power ••••• 
acknowledged to exercise extraor inar f ., 

• , conveyed this same sense o power, Alun Lewiss presence 

Country School Yard 
The horses graze 
Watching the children 
Kick up their heels. 

David R. Solheim 
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